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For Immediate ReleasePRESS RELEASE
Hydranautics, Sulzer Pumps and Energy Recovery, Inc, ( ERI). to co-host technical seminar in
Jeddah, KSA
Membrane technology leader Nitto Denko/Hydranautics, together with Sulzer Pumps and Energy
Recovery Inc., will host a “Low Energy Desalination Technology Workshop” at the Jeddah Hilton
Hotel, KSA on November 15, 2006. In-depth RO desalination technical sessions and
demonstrations on membranes and energy recovery devices will be highlighted.
The seminar will highlight the most cost effective and energy efficient desalination solutions. Indepth technical sessions targeting high efficiency HP pumps, as well as highest energy savings
ERD solutions will be offered. There will also be a session on the design and maintenance of SW
and BW RO membranes given by Hydranautics’ Dr. Stefan Rybar who will be presenting,
‘Advances in Integrated Membrane System Design and Membrane Technology’. The day’s agenda
will conclude with a hands-on ERI PX™ demo and group discussion.
Energy Recovery Inc. leads the world in high efficiency energy recovery technology for seawater
and brackish water reverse osmosis systems. Using the principle of positive displacement to
achieve efficiencies up to 98%, their PX device consists of only one moving part made of tough
engineered ceramic providing years of continuous service with no scheduled maintenance or
downtime.
Sulzer Pumps is one of the worlds foremost pump manufacturers; with a focus on specialized
centrifugal pumps and agitators/mixers for the oil & gas, hydrocarbon processing, pulp & paper,
power generation, water & wastewater and food, metals & fertilizer markets.
Nitto Denko/Hydranautics’ consistent focus on technology continues to produce the most innovative
and effective membrane products for the water treatment industry. Hydranautics manufactures
reverse osmosis, nanofiltration and ultrafiltration membrane products for water treatment
applications around the world.
To register for this free technical seminar, sign up by November 6, 2006 via e-mail to
marketing@energy-recovery.com, with the subject line ‘Jeddah Tech Workshop’.
For more information on how Hydranautics can solve your most demanding surface water problems
call today for more information at 1-800-CPA-PURE or visit Hydranautics online at our newly
redesigned website, www.membranes.com.

